1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

For imaging by optical scattering and fluorescence, leading edge technologies for modern optical microscopy have entered the realm of super resolution \[[@r1]--[@r4]\], breaking the diffraction limit. For three-dimensional functional imaging of optical absorbance, the current photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) technique \[[@r5]\] has quite poor axial resolution, tens to hundreds of microns often seen in ultrasound imaging. This is despite the fact that PAM has recently achieved lateral resolution on the order of a micron, comparable to that of optical microscopy \[[@r6], [@r7]\]. In PAM, short-pulsed laser light is used to illuminate a tissue sample and generate broadband photoacoustic signals due to differential thermoelastic expansion. The signals can be measured at one or many locations by one or many small or focused ultrasound detectors. Precise summation of these signals can produce an image of the sample, representing the spatial distributions of optical absorbers or functional properties. Such images are highly sensitive to molecular conformation of biological tissues and can aid in describing tissue metabolic and hemodynamic changes \[[@r8], [@r9]\]. As a novel hybrid imaging modality, PAM provides the unique contrast of optical absorption and scalable penetration exceeding the mean free path of near infrared (NIR) light (on the order of 1 mm). These properties offer the prospect of noninvasive diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring of tissues complementing the range of the depth and resolution of coherence optical tomography and other optical techniques.

With the hope that PAM can achieve high resolution in both lateral and axial dimensions, the concept of pure optical photoacoustic microscopy (POPAM) is proposed. In POPAM, a thin film optical resonator is used to replace the piezoelectric acoustic receivers. The inherent broad band response of the optical thin film structure to acoustic waves, combined with rastering of a focused optical excitation beam can produce both axial resolution and lateral resolution comparable to that achieved in optical microscopy. The high resolution, immunity to electromagnetic interference and good biocompatibility of POPAM open an opportunity to molecular imaging with less invasive and more convenient methodology.

POPAM is not only a novel receiver for PAM, but it also paves the way for exploration of imaging the contrast of optical absorbance on the micron and submicron scale. Even super resolution, breaking the limitations of diffraction, is possible in the future. Though resonant optical structures such as etalons, fiber gratings and dielectric multilayer interference filters have been studied as ultrasound sensing elements for photoacoustic measurement or tomography \[[@r10], [@r11]\], in microscopy the photoacoustic signals from micro- or submicro-scale objects, such as capillaries and individual red blood cells, have higher frequency components and are much weaker than those from the larger vasculature observed in tomography. Achieving some of the potential of POPAM has been a challenge.

In this paper, our proof-of-concept studies aim to construct a POPAM prototype and demonstrate its superior resolution capabilities. The preliminary results for imaging mouse bladder ex vivo and mouse ear in vivo suggest excellent performance of POPAM over conventional PAM.

2. Methods and results {#sec1-2}
======================

[Figure 1(a)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1(a) schematic of a preliminary POPAM system based on a microring resonator. Figure (b) Scanning electron micrograph(SEM) of a polystyrene microring resonator with R=30 μm coupled with a straight waveguide. (c) SEM of the smooth sidewall of a cleaved polymer microring resonator. The height of the waveguide is around 1.4 μm. (d) maximum amplitude projection (MAP) image of the USAF resolution template group 7. (e) A-line signal along the Z axis of the image of the USAF resolution template with POPAM. (f) A-line signal along the Z axis of the image of the USAF resolution template based on conventional PAM with Onda transducer. presents the schematic of a POPAM setup based on the highly sensitive broad bandwidth microring resonator. The resonator has ring-shaped form coupled with a straight waveguide serving as optical input and output. Such microring detectors have been shown to have an almost flat band response up to \~100 MHz \[[@r12], [@r13]\]. The microring resonator fabricated on a silicon chip was covered by a Mylar protective layer to screen out the exciting laser beam from a Nd:YAG laser (Spot-10-200-532, Elforlight Ltd, UK) . The Nd:YAG laser working at 532nm wavelength has a pulse duration of 2ns and a repetition rate (PRR) of 1KHz. The laser light was spatially filtered by an iris and then expanded to a parallel beam which was rastered over the tissue object by 2D Galvanometers. The intensity and the stability of the laser beam was monitored and calibrated by a photodiode (DET10A, Thorlabs, NJ). An achromatic lens with a focal length of 50 mm was used as the objective lens. On the Mylar protective layer, one coupling pad layer was used to optimize the coupling of the photoacoustic signal from the sample into the microring resonator detector. A tunable laser (TLB-6312, New Focus, CA) provided the light source for the microring resonator at a wavelength tuned to the maximal slope of the resonance peak of the microring's transmission spectrum. A low noise photodiode (1801-FC, New Focus, CA) was used to record the change of the intensity of the light through the microring resonator which reflects the waveform of the photoacoustic signal. The photodetector has a DC output gain of 1 V/mA and AC output gain of 40 V/mA with nominal −6dB electrical bandwidth of 25kHz-125MHz. By sweeping the tunable laser wavelength and using the DC output, the microring's transmission spectrum can be measured. Throughout the experiment, a commercial calibrated Onda transducer (HNC-1500, Onda, CA) with −10dB bandwidth of 300kHz-20MHz was utilized to realize conventional PAM as a control to evaluate the performance of the POPAM. The PAM with Onda transducer shared the same optical focusing and scanning components with POPAM. The Onda transducer operated on a reflection mode at a same distance from the target as the microring resonator working on a transmission mode.

In a microring resonator, when the round-trip phase change of optical wave propagating in the ring waveguide is equal to 2m*π* (m an integer), the resonance condition is satisfied and the total field of optical wave returning to the coupler is anti-phase with the optical wave propagating through the coupler region in the straight waveguide, resulting in resonance dip in the transmission spectrum. In the presence of ultrasound, acoustic waves deform the polymer waveguide and change the refractive index of the waveguide via elasto-optic effect, and consequently modulate the effective refraction index of the guided mode, leading to a shift of resonance wavelength. At a fixed wavelength corresponding to a high slope in the transmission spectrum, the resonance modulation by the acoustic wave is transformed into intensity modulation of the output power, and ultrasound detection is realized by recording the optical output power. High detector sensitivity requires high slope, which can be achieved by high resonance quality factor (Q). Polymer microring devices were fabricated on a 4-μm-thick SiO2 on a Si substrate using nanoimprinting technique \[[@r14]\]. With an improved technique in the mold fabrication and the design of operating wavelength around 780 nm \[[@r15]\] where the absorption loss of polymer and surrounding water cladding is minimized, an ultra-high Q factor of 3.0×10^5^ was achieved. The microrings used in this study have a size of 60 μm in diameter and the polymer waveguides have a cross section of 1.0×1.4 μm^2^ as shown in [Fig. 1(b)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} and [1(c)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. A single-mode and a multi-mode optical fiber were aligned with the input and output of the straight waveguide, respectively, and then fixed using UV curable epoxy. Polymer microring device is favorable in POPAM because of its ultra-low noise and broad bandwidth \[[@r12], [@r15]\]. A much lower noise equivalent pressure (NEP) compared with other types of optical resonant structures \[[@r11]\] has been demonstrated and further improvement of NEP is possible by designing much higher-Q device and/or by coupling more power into waveguides. From the optical point of view, the detector's response time will be limited by the cavity's photon lifetime which is the time required for energy to decay to its original value and is given by $\tau = \frac{Q}{\omega}$ \[[@r17]\]. Inverse of the response time will give the cut-off frequency. So our current device's frequency response can be up to 6.7GHz. From the acoustic point of view, a maximum modulation frequency of 570 MHz can be estimated considering the 1.4-μm-thick PS waveguide and the acoustic impedance of the cladding, polymer, and the substrate \[[@r16]\]. By designing the PS thickness less than 0.8 μm, microrings with a bandwidth limit of more than 1 GHz can be realized. If assuming strong acoustic reflections from the rigid substrate and negligible reflections from the cladding-polymer boundary, an approximated formula gives a quick estimation on the bandwidth limit: $$\left| P_{l}(k) \middle| = \frac{\left. 2 \middle| \sin(kl) \right|}{kl}, \right.$$where P is the mean distribution of stress across the thickness *l* of the sensing film due to an normally incident plane acoustic wave with wave number k. The POPAM with microrings has the potential to achieve higher axial resolution if more broadband signals can be detected, which requires a photodetector with higher frequency response than used in the current experiment.

The lateral resolution of the POPAM was measured by imaging an USAF resolution template (T-20-P-TM, Applied Image Inc, NY). [Figure 1(d)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the maximum amplitude projection (MAP) image of the resolution template, where the 6 bar elements of the group 7 can be resolved with the gaps up to 2.19 μm with modulation transfer function (MTF) value of 34%. Fitting the MTF to 50% yields a lateral resolution of 5 μm. The PAM with Onda transducer shows the same lateral resolution because they share the same optical focusing and scanning architecture which determines the lateral resolution of the system. In tissue imaging, the lateral resolution will deteriorate mildly due to the optical scattering. However, when the sample is optically thin (i.e. within one mean free path), the deterioration of the lateral resolution is insignificant \[[@r6], [@r7]\]. To quantify the axial resolution, typical A-line signals extracted from the images of the USAF resolution template were used as approximations of axial point-spread-functions (PSFs). [Figure 1(e)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} depicts the axial PSF of POPAM; while [Fig. 1f](#g001){ref-type="fig"} depicts the axial PSF of conventional PAM with Onda transducer. According to Rayleigh criterion, the PSFs show that this initial experiment of POPAM based on the microring resonator provided an axial resolution of 8 μm, close to the lateral optical resolution achieved; while PAM based on the Onda transducer gave a much larger axial resolution of 105 μm.

The bladder excised freshly from CD1 mouse (CD1, Charles River, MA) was imaged ex vivo. The MAPs ([Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2MAPs on XY, XZ, YZ planes of the ex vivo images of the vasculature in a mouse bladder wall acquired with POPAM (upper row) using microring and conventional PAM using Onda transducer (lower row).) of the images of the vasculature of the mouse bladder acquired with POPAM (upper row) and conventional PAM with Onda transducer (lower row) show the same views in the sample, since the POPAM and PAM shared the same optical scanning and the sample was not moved between scans. MAPS on the XY planes acquired with POPAM and PAM render a consistent structure of the bladder vasculature with same resolutions. The difference of the contrast distributions between them is due to the different positions of the microring resonator and onda transducer, one working in transmission mode and another working in reflection mode. MAPS on the XZ and YZ planes acquired with PAM indicated a tail-trail from microscale vessels along the axial direction, initially thought to be due to the limited bandwidth of the Onda transducer. The tail trail has a length over the depth of the sample and blurs the structures of the larger vessels. It is worth noting that the tail-trail effect in the PAM is not as apparent for the larger vessels, implying that the effect is also related to a different mechanism of light and/or sound transport around or through the vessels. MAPS on the XZ and YZ plane acquired with POPAM indicated no tail-trail effect. The microscale capillary net with apparently large vasculature hiding in it can be clearly rendered. All the images in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} were acquired without averaging and proving maximum contrast to noise ratios of 26dB for POPAM and 29dB for PAM. The commercial Onda transducer has a high sensitivity providing noise equivalent detectable pressure (NEDP) value of 19Pa. The results of POPAM give an estimation of the sensitivity of the microring resonator of NEDP value of 29Pa, comparable to the Onda transducer, which is much higher than other optical resonant structures available for acoustic measurement with NEDP on the order of magnitude of hundreds of Pascal.

The high sensitivity of the microring resonator provides POPAM with the ability to detect the weak signal even from individual red blood cells. To verify this, we prepared a CD1 mouse bladder which was stored at 5°C for 48 hours after excision before imaging. [Figure 3(a)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Photos of mouse bladder *ex vivo* (a) and mouse ear *in vivo* (c). MAPs on XY planes from POPAM imaging mouse bladder *ex vivo* (b) and POPAM imaging mouse ear *in vivo* (d). shows its photo and [Fig. 3(b)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows its MAP image on XY plane with POPAM, indicating that individual blood cells can be discerned clearly by POPAM with a curvilinear alignment along a capillary. Some larger dots with size of tens of um are agglomerations of several blood cells. We have also verified the feasibility of POPAM for in vivo imaging of vasculature through the experiment on the ear of CD1 mouse with body weight 30g. The animal experiment has been approved by the UCUCA of the University of Michigan. Before imaging, 0.03ml Ketaset with ketamine 100mg/ml was injected to anesthetize the mouse and hairs on the ear were removed using hair-removing lotion. The photo and MAP image of mouse ear are shown in [Fig. 3(c)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} and [3(d)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} respectively. The branching of vessels at different deep layers can be clearly observed. Some smallest vessels have diameters of \~5μm and are on the capillary level. The interesting thing is that most of single capillaries imaged in the in vivo mouse ear present the continuous tubular structure different with the discrete distribution of individual red blood cells imaged in the ex vivo mouse bladder. It is probably due to the flowing of blood cells and high concentration of blood cells in the microvasculature in the case of in vivo imaging.

3. Discussion and conclusion {#sec1-3}
============================

A new POPAM was validated for the first time in this paper for its unique axial resolution by using a small fraction of the superbroad bandwidth optical microring resonator. The microring resonator was designed with an extremely high Q value, providing high sensitivity with a NEDP value of 29Pa. The sensitivity could be improved by further reducing sidewall roughness of the microring to achieve much higher Q value and with higher laser input power. The 3D structure of capillary networks and other microvasculature and even individual red blood cells have been discerned successfully in the proof-of-concept experiments on mouse bladders and ears. The lateral resolution of 5 μm and axial resolution of 8 μm provided by the POPAM could be improved by increasing the numerical aperture of the objective lens from its value of 0.51. The achieved axial resolution was limited to well below the microring's theoretical potential. With the increased bandwidth of a more polished microring detector and wider bandwidth low noise photodiode detector, the axial resolution should be increased by a large amount, with corresponding drop in acoustic imaging depth in the sample.

POPAM can provide 3D resolution comparable to optical microscopy but quite different contrast information, with sensitivity to optical absorption and thermal coefficient of expansion, as well as optical fluence. Thus it is sensitive to the vasculature, and distribution of oxygen and water concentration. The miniaturized size of the microring detector and the biocompatibility of pure optical photoacoustic microscopy open an opportunity to noninvasive endoscopic imaging of a variety of diseases such as breathing disorders, chronic diarrhea, incontinence, internal bleeding, irritable bowel syndrome, stomach ulcers and urinary tract infections. The microring resonator has a diameter of 60 microns and is already fiber-connected, well suited for endoscopic imaging.

This work was initiated to consider sensitive, small elements for large arrays with scalable imaging ability from microscale to macroscale. The cost of construction of such arrays is a difficulty at this time, but they remain good possibilities for the future, with their extremely broad bandwidth and high sensitivity.
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